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Abstract
We consider transition tori of Arnold which have topologically crossing heteroclinic
connections. We prove the existence of shadowing orbits to a bi-inﬁnite sequence of tori, and
of symbolic dynamics near a ﬁnite collection of tori. Topologically crossing intersections of
stable and unstable manifolds of tori can be found as non-trivial zeroes of certain Melnikov
functions. Our treatment relies on an extension of Easton’s method of correctly aligned
windows due to Zgliczyn´ski.
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1. Introduction
When a completely integrable Hamiltonian system with a partially hyperbolic
ﬁxed point of general elliptic type is perturbed, the following scenario is typical: there
is a Cantor family of invariant tori that survive the perturbation, and there is a
subfamily of these tori which have transverse heteroclinic connections. A detailed
model is described below.
Let M be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2nc þ 2nh; with nc; nh40; and let
fm :M-M be a family of symplectic diffeomorphisms that depends smoothly on m
with jm m0joa0 for some a040: We make the following assumptions:
(A) We assume that each fm has a partially hyperbolic ﬁxed point pm: More
precisely, we assume that the derivative of fm at pm has nh eigenvalues l with
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jljo1; nh eigenvalues l with jlj41; and 2nc eigenvalues l with jlj ¼ 1: The
eigenvalues are counted with multiplicity. Then pm has an unstable manifold
WuðpmÞ of dimension nh; a stable manifold W sðpmÞ of dimension nh; and a
center manifold W cðpmÞ of dimension 2nc (the center manifold is only locally
invariant). The sizes of the center manifolds corresponding to different values
of mAðm0  a0; m0 þ a0Þ are uniformly bounded below with respect to m;
provided that a0 is chosen sufﬁciently small.
(B) We assume that fm0 satisﬁes a twist condition on W
cðpm0Þ: We assume that the
corresponding center manifold can be globally described in action-angle
coordinates ðI ; yÞ relative to which fm0 can be written as fm0ðI ; yÞ ¼ ðI 0; y0Þ; and
so the twist condition is
det
@y0
@I
 
a0:
By the KAM Theorem, there exists 0oa1oa0 and a family of tori fTm;agaAI
invariant under fm; for all jm m0joa1; indexed by a Cantor set I:
The restriction of fm to each such a torus Tm;a is quasi-periodic, and it is
described by a rotation vector O ¼ OðaÞ; whose components are the rotation
numbers in each direction. All of the components of these rotation vectors are
irrational numbers, and they are linearly independent over the integers as
they satisfy a Diophantine condition jO  kj4gjjkjjt1 for all kAZnc \f0g; with
g40 and t4nc  1: The index set I can be chosen as the set of the rotation
vectors.
(C) We assume that there exists 0oa2oa1; bðmÞ40 and a0AI such that, for every
mAðm0  a2; m0 þ a2Þ; and for every
a; bAIm :¼ faAI j ja a0jobðmÞg;
the unstable manifold WuðTm;aÞ of the torus Tm;a has a topologically crossing
intersection with the stable manifold W sðTm;bÞ of the torus Tm;b: We will refer
to the tori fTm;agaAIm as ‘transition tori’.
Such a situation can be obtained from an initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian system
and its corresponding Graff tori, as described in [2].
Let us discuss the topological crossing assumption. We assume that the
heteroclinic connections to certain invariant tori have topologically crossing
intersections, rather than transverse intersections. The usual way of obtaining
transition tori is by perturbing a completely integrable Hamiltonian to measure the
splitting of some stable and unstable manifolds. For this reason, one usually uses a
‘splitting potential’ or ‘Melnikov potential’, since the homoclinic orbits are given by
critical points of such a potential. The Melnikov potential is sometimes difﬁcult or
impossible to compute explicitly, but the existence of critical points can be inferred
by geometrical arguments. If the critical points are non-degenerate, the correspond-
ing homoclinic orbits are transverse. In many instances, one can only ensure the
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existence of such critical points, which only guarantees the topological crossing of
the homoclinic orbits (see [4]). There are examples of this type in twist maps or
billiards, and in simple resonances of Hamiltonian systems.
The results below describe the existence of chaotic sets arbitrarily near the
transition tori.
Theorem 1.1 (Shadowing lemma). There exists 0oa3oa2 such that, for any fixed
value of m with jm m0joa3; any bi-infinite collection fTm;aigiAZ of transition tori, and
any bi-infinite collection feigiAZ of positive real numbers, there exits a bi-infinite
sequence fnigiAZ of positive integers and an orbit fzigiAZ in M with
ziþ1 ¼ FniðziÞ;
dðzi; Tm;aiÞoei;
for all iAZ:
The above ‘shadowing lemma’ type of result has been proved in the case
of differentiable transverse heteroclinic connections in [18], and in the case of
topologically crossing heteroclinic connections, but only for a particular class
of Hamiltonian systems, in [11].
Theorem 1.2 (Existence of symbolic dynamics). There exists 0oa3oa2 such that, for
any fixed value of m with jm m0joa3; any finite collection of transition tori
fTm;aigi¼1;y;d ; any positive real number e; and any positive integer N; there exist n4N
and a locally maximal compact invariant set Sm relative to f
n
m ; satisfying the following
properties:
(i) The set Sm is contained in an e-neighborhood of
S
i¼1;y;d Tm;ai :
(ii) There exists a surjective continuous map rm : Sm-Sd with rm3f
n
m ¼ s3rm; such that
the inverse image of each periodic orbit of s contains a periodic orbit of f nm :
Moreover, there is a n40 such that the mapping rm0 can be chosen to depend
continuously on m0 with jm0  mjon; in the compact-open topology.
The above ‘existence of symbolic dynamics’ type of result has been proved in the
more restrictive case of differentiably transverse heteroclinic connections in [10]. In
the same case, a similar type of result has been obtained by J. Cresson in [3], but
using a different method. His method uses standard differentiably crossing of
windows in order to ﬁrst get hyperbolic periodic points near the tori, and then uses
standard hyperbolic theory to obtain symbolic dynamics.
The existence of symbolic dynamics for a certain power f nm of fm; with n arbitrarily
large, conﬁrms the so called Holmes–Marsden conjecture on the existence of periodic
motions of arbitrarily high period, close to two-way transition chains of tori [12].
This chaotic drift of an orbit is a weak form of ‘Arnold diffusion’. However, the
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usual Arnold diffusion is characterized by orbits that drift along the tori for some
positive distance in the action coordinate, independent of m-m0: In our case, the
index set Im on which topologically crossing heteroclinic intersection hold, may
shrink down to zero, that is bðmÞ-0 as m-m0: By the above theorem, we can only
guarantee the drift for parameters within some small neighborhood of a ﬁxed value
of m:
2. Normal forms
Let fm be a family of symplectic diffeomorphisms on M satisfying a twist condition
for m ¼ m0; and let Tm;a be a transition torus whose frequency vector O0 :¼ OðaÞ
satisﬁes a Diophantine condition jO0  kj4gjjkjjt1 ; for all kAZnc \f0g; with g40 and
t4nc  1: Then there exists 0oa3oa2; and a smooth coordinate system ðr;f; x; yÞ
in some neighborhood VðTm;aÞ of Tm;a; relative to which the diffeomorphism fm is
given by
fmðr;f; x; yÞ ¼ ðr;fþ vðrÞ; Aðr;fÞx; Aþðr;fÞyÞ þ rðr;f; x; yÞ ð2:1Þ
provided that jjm m0jjoa3; where 0olo1; jjAðr;fÞjjol; jjAþðr;fÞ1jjpl;
rðr;f; 0; 0Þ is of order 3 in r; and @r=@xðr;f; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0 ¼ @r=@yðr;f; 0; 0Þ:
Moreover, we have vðrÞ ¼ O0 þ O1ðrÞ þ O2ðr; rÞ; where O1 :Rnc-Rnc is a linear
map with detðO1Þa0; and O2 :Rnc  Rnc-Rnc is a bilinear mapping. With respect to
such a coordinate system, the torus Tm;a is given by r ¼ Ia; x ¼ y ¼ 0: We will call
the mapping ðr;f; x; yÞ-ðr;fþ vðrÞ; Aðr;fÞx; Aþðr;fÞyÞ a normal form for fm:
The normal form around the invariant torus we are using here follows from results
of Fontich and Martin in [9]. We point out that their result does not need to assume
a Diophantine condition on the torus, but only a non-resonance condition. Eliasson
[8] and Niederman [16] construct similar normal forms in an analytical setting, and
provide a careful estimate on the size of the maximal domain VðTm;aÞ where the
normal form is deﬁned; however, these results only work in the case when the
hyperbolic dimension nh is equal to one.
3. Oriented intersection number and local Brouwer degree
In this section we set up some notation and brieﬂy recall on some basic notions
from differential topology (see [13]).
Let M and N be oriented manifolds, P be a closed oriented submanifold of N with
dim M þ dim P ¼ dim N; f : M-N be a smooth map transverse to P; and D be an
open set in M such that f 1ðPÞ-D is ﬁnite. The intersection number of f with P is
deﬁned by
#ð f ; P;DÞ ¼
X
pAf 1ðPÞ-D
#pð f ; P;DÞ;
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where #pð f ; P;DÞ ¼71 depending on whether the composite map
TpM !
dfp
Tf ðpÞN-Tf ðpÞN=Tf ðpÞP
preserves or reverses orientation. If W 1 and W 2 are two transverse, embedded
submanifolds of complementary dimension in M; and D an open set in M such that
W 1-W 2-D is ﬁnite, then the oriented intersection number #ðW 1; W 2;DÞ is given
by #ði; W 2;DÞ; where i : W 1+M is the inclusion.
Now consider f :M-N a smooth map between two manifolds of same dimension
with N connected, q a point in N; and D an open set in M such that f 1ðqÞ-D is
ﬁnite. The local Brouwer degree of f at q in the set D is deﬁned by #ð f ; fqg;DÞ: If q
happens to be a regular value of f such that the set f 1ðqÞ-D is compact, the local
Brouwer degree of f at q in the set D is also given by
degð f ; q;DÞ ¼
X
pAf 1ðqÞ-D
sign dfp;
where sign dfp is 71 depending on whether dfp preserves or reverses orientation.
Since the degree remains the same under small homotopy deformations, one can
deﬁne the degree for a map f which is only continuous. If the set D is a disk, one can
compute the degree by counting how many times the image of the boundary of D
wraps around q: More precisely, for a continuous map s : Sn1-Sn1; let dðsÞ be the
unique integer deﬁned by fn1ðuÞ ¼ dðsÞu; where fn1 : Hn1ðSn1Þ-Hn1ðSn1Þ is
the homomorphism induced in homology, and u is any generator in Hn1ðSn1Þ:
Now let f : Bnð0; 1Þ-Rn be a continuous map with 0ef ð@Buð0; 1ÞÞ: Deﬁne
sf : S
n1-Sn1 by
sf ðpÞ ¼ f ðpÞjjf ðpÞjj:
Then,
degð f ; 0;Bnð0; 1ÞÞ ¼ dsf :
4. Topological crossing
We deﬁne topological crossing following [1].
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Topological crossing). Let W 1 and W 2 be two submanifolds of
dimensions n1 and respectively n2 in M; such that n1 þ n2 ¼ n: We say that W 1 and
W 2 have a topologically crossing intersection if there exist an orientable open set
UDM; a compact orientable embedded n1-dimensional submanifold with boundary
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V 1DW 1; and a compact orientable embedded n2-dimensional submanifold with
boundary V 2DW 2; such that
(i) bd V1-V 2 ¼ bdV2-V 1 ¼ |;
(ii) V 1-V 2DU ;
(iii) For every 0oeominðdistðbdV 1; V 2Þ; distðbd V2; V1ÞÞ; there exits a homotopy
h : ½0; 1  M-M such that
(iii.a) h0 ¼ id and h1 is an embedding,
(iii.b) dðhtðpÞ; pÞoe for all pARM and all tA½0; 1;
(iii.c) h1ðV 1Þ and V2 are transverse submanifolds, and their oriented
intersection number i :¼ #ðh1ðV 1Þ; V2Þ is nonzero, for some choice
of orientation on V1; V2 and U :
See Fig. 1.
A direct consequence of this deﬁnition is that W 1 and W 2 have a non-empty
intersection. It is important to notice that the intersection need not be transverse and
could be of inﬁnite order. The submanifolds V 1 and V2 in the above deﬁnition will
be referred as a good pair for W 1 and W 2:
The following construction provides an alternate description of topological
crossing, which will be used later. Assume that there exists a local coordinate system
ðx; yÞ near V1-V 2 and a smooth parametrization c; such that, under this
parametrization, we have the following identiﬁcations
U ¼Rn1  Rn2 ;
V 1 ¼Bn1ð0; r1Þ  f0g;
V 2 is the image of c : Bn2ð0; r2Þ-U ;
V2-ðRn1  f0gÞDBn1ð0; r1Þ  f0g;
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Fig. 1. Topological crossing.
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where r1; r240: Deﬁne the map A : Bn2ð0; r2ÞDRn2-Rn2 by
A ¼ pRn2 3c;
where pRn2 is the projection into the y-coordinate. The deﬁnition of the degree as an
intersection number implies almost immediately that
0eAð@ðBn2ð0; r2ÞÞÞ;
degðA; 0;Bn2ð0; r2ÞÞ ¼ i:
As noticed earlier, we have degðA; 0;Bn2ð0; r2ÞÞ ¼ dsA: Thus, W 1 and W 2 have a
topological crossing intersection if and only if dsAa0:
In (C), we have assumed that the unstable manifold and the stable manifold
of any pair of transition tori topologically cross one another. In general, the
topologically crossing intersection of two manifolds can be a ‘relatively large’
compact set. Further, we will assume, for simplicity, that for each pair WuðTm;aÞ
and W sðTm;bÞ as in (C), there exists a good pair V1; V 2 contained in some coordi-
nate neighborhood U in M; with V 1 and V2 given by parametric equations as
described above. For the general case, one only has to patch together different
parametrization.
In the case of Lagrangian submanifolds of a symplectic manifold there is a
simple perturbation mechanism which produces topological crossing. If ðM;oÞ
is a symplectic manifold, a submanifold LDM is called isotropic if oðx; ZÞ ¼ 0
for any xAL and any x; ZATxL: The invariant tori described in condition (B)
are isotropic. A submanifold LDM is called Lagrangian if it is isotropic
and dim L ¼ ð1=2Þ dim M: The stable and unstable manifolds of the invariant
tori described in condition (B) are Lagrangian submanifolds. A symplectic
diffeomorphism f : M-M is called exact symplectic if there exists a differential
1-form a on M such that da ¼ o and f ðaÞ  a ¼ dS for some real valued
function S on M:
The following result is due to Xia [19].
Proposition 4.2. Assume that fm0 is an exact symplectic diffeomorphism on M: Assume
that Tm0;a0 is an invariant torus in M as in condition (B), such that W
uðTm0;a0Þ ¼
W sðTm0;a0Þ; and WuðTm0;a0Þ; W sðTm0;a0Þ have a common (compact) fundamental
domain. Then there exists 0oa2oa1; such that, for every jm m0joa2 we have
WuðTm;a0Þ-W sðTm;a0Þa|: Moreover, if all connected components of WuðTm;a0Þ-
W sðTm;a0Þ are contractible, then WuðTm;a0Þ and W sðTm;a0Þ have a topological
crossing.
In the context described in Section 1, the persistence of topological crossing under
small perturbations yields the following practical conclusion.
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Corollary 4.3. In the conditions of the previous theorem, there exists bðmÞ40 such that,
for each
a; bAIm :¼ faAI j ja a0jobðmÞg;
we have that WuðTm;aÞ and W sðTm;bÞ have a topological crossing.
5. Correctly aligned windows
The method of correctly aligned windows has been introduced by Easton in a
series of papers [5–7]. In short, correctly aligned windows are topological rectangles
whose behavior under iteration mimics that of the rectangles of a Markov partition.
Easton’s method has been recently reﬁned by Mischaikow and Mrozek [15],
Kennedy and Yorke [14], and several others. We use an extension of this method
developed by Zgliczyn´ski (see [11] and the references listed there). The main
advantage of such a topological reﬁnement is that neither hyperbolic structure nor
transversal intersection of various sections are required. We will give a brief account
of this method and refer to [11] for details and proofs (the reader should be aware of
the different terminology used there).
Given a compact subset K in Rn; a map c : K-cðKÞDM is said to be a
homeomorphism provided that the domain domðcÞ of c is an open neighborhood of
K in Rn; the range imðcÞ of c is an open neighborhood of cðKÞ in M; and
c : domðcÞ-imðcÞ is a homeomorphism.
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Window). An ðu; sÞ-window in M is a compact subset N of M
together with a homeomorphism cN : ½0; 1u  ½0; 1s-N; where u þ s ¼ n: The set
N ¼ cNð@ð½0; 1uÞ  ½0; 1sÞ is called the ‘exit set’ and the set Nþ ¼ cNð½0; 1u 
@ð½0; 1sÞÞ is called the ‘entry set’ of N:
Since cN is merely a homeomorphism, in the above deﬁnition one can always replace
the rectangle ½0; 1u  ½0; 1s by a homeomorphic copy of it.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (Forward correctly aligned windows). Assume that N1 and N2 are
two ðu; sÞ-windows in M and f is a continuous map on M such that
f ðimðcN1ÞÞDimðcN2Þ: Let fc : domðcN1Þ+½0; 1u  ½0; 1s-Rn be deﬁned by fc ¼
c1N2 3f 3cN1 : We say that the windows N1 forward correctly aligns with the window N2
under f provided that
(i)
fcðc1N1 ðN1 ÞÞ-c1N2 ðN2Þ ¼ |;
fcðc1N1 ðN1ÞÞ-c1N2 ðNþ2 Þ ¼ |:
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(ii) There exists a continuous homotopy h : ½0; 1  ½0; 1u  ½0; 1s-Rn such that the
following conditions hold
(ii.a)
h0 ¼ fc;
htðc1N1 ðN1 ÞÞ-c1N2 ðN2Þ ¼ |;
htðc1N1 ðN1ÞÞ-c1N2 ðNþ2 Þ ¼ |;
for all tA½0; 1:
(ii.b) If u ¼ 0; then h1  1: If u40; then there exists a map A : Ru-Ru such
that
h1ðx; yÞ ¼ ðAðxÞ; 0Þ;
Að@ð½0; 1uÞÞDRu\½0; 1u;
dsAa0;
where xARu and yARs:
The number dsA is called the ‘degree of alignment’. In the case u ¼ 0; the degree dsA
is set equal to 1 by default. It may happen that the homotopy map h can be chosen
so that A is a linear map; in such a case dsA ¼ signðdetðAÞÞ: One could have used
the degree of the map A in the above deﬁnition. It is however more convenient to use
dsA: in order to verify a correct alignment, one should only check what happens to
the boundaries of the windows under iteration.
Sometimes windows can be correctly aligned under backward iterations in a sense
made precise next.
Deﬁnition 5.3 (Transpose of a window). If N is a ðu; sÞ-window described by the
coordinate mapping cN ; its transpose N
T is the ðs; uÞ-window given by the
homeomorphism cTN : ½0; 1s  ½0; 1u-NT; where cTNðy; xÞ ¼ cNðx; yÞ: Its exist set
ðNTÞ of NT is Nþ and its entry set ðNTÞþ is N:
Deﬁnition 5.4 (Backward correctly aligned windows). Assume that N1 and N2 are
ðu; sÞ-windows, f is a continuous map on M such that f 1 is well deﬁned and
continuous on imðcN2Þ and f 1ðimðcN2ÞÞDðimðcN1ÞÞ: We say that the window N1
backward correctly aligns with the window N2 under f provided that N
T
2 forward
correctly aligns with NT1 under f
1:
Deﬁnition 5.5. Assume that N1 and N2 are ðu; sÞ-windows, f is a continuous map on
M: We say that N1 correctly aligns with N2 under f provided that it correctly aligns
either forward or backwards.
The following is a sufﬁcient criterion for correct alignment.
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Proposition 5.6 (Correct alignment criterion). Let N1; N2 be two ðu; sÞ-windows in
M; and f be a continuous map on M with f ðimðcN1ÞÞDimðcN2Þ: Assume that the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i)
fcðc1N1 ðN1 ÞÞ-c1N2 ðN2Þ ¼ |;
fcðc1N1 ðN1ÞÞ-c1N2 ðNþ2 Þ ¼ |:
(ii) there exists a point y0A½0; 1s such that
(ii.a) fcð½0; 1u  fy0gÞDint½½0; 1u  ½0; 1s,ðRu\ð0; 1ÞuÞ  Rs;
(ii.b) If u ¼ 0; then fcðc1N1 ððN1ÞÞDint c1N2 ðN2Þ: If u40; then the map
Ay0 :R
u-Ru defined by Ay0ðxÞ ¼ puð fcðx; y0ÞÞ satisfies
Ay0ð@ð½0; 1uÞÞDRu\½0; 1u;
dsAy0a0:
Then N1 forward correctly aligns with N2 under f :
Here pu denotes the projection ðx; yÞARu  Rs-xARu:
If u ¼ 0; the above proposition gives a correct alignment of degree one; if u40; the
degree is equal to dsAy0 :
The precise feature that makes correct alignment veriﬁable in concrete examples is
its stability under sufﬁciently small perturbations.
Theorem 5.7 (Stability under small perturbations). Suppose that the ðu; sÞ-window
N1 correctly aligns with the ðu; sÞ-window N2 under a continuous map f on M: There
exists e40 such that for any continuous map g on M for which gc is e-close to fc in the
compact-open topology, N1 correctly aligns with N2 under g:
The main result regarding this construction can be stated as ‘one can see through a
sequence of correctly aligned windows’ (compare [7]).
Theorem 5.8 (Existence of orbits with prescribed trajectories). Let Ni be a collection
of ðu; sÞ-windows in M; where iAZ or iAf0;y; d  1g; with d40 (in the latter case,
for convenience, we let Ni :¼ Nði mod dÞ for all iAZ). Let fi be a collection of continuous
maps on M: If Ni correctly aligns with Niþ1 under fi; for all i; then there exists a point
pAN0 such that
fi3?3f0ðpÞANiþ1:
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Moreover, if Niþk ¼ Ni for some k40 and all i; then the point p can be chosen so that
fk13?3f0ðpÞ ¼ p:
This result can be effectively used in detecting chaotic behavior.
Corollary 5.9 (Detection of chaos). Let N0;y; Nd1 be a collection of mutually
disjoint ðu; sÞ-windows and f a continuous map on M: Assume that for every i and j in
f0;y; d  1g; the window Ni correctly aligns with the window Nj under f : There exist
a maximal f -invariant set S in
S
i¼0;y;d1 int Ni; and a continuous surjective map
r : S-Sd such that r3f ¼ s3r; and the inverse image of every periodic orbit of
s contains a periodic orbit of f :
Here ðSd ; sÞ designates a full shift over d symbols. A surjective continuous
map r : S1-S2 from a f1-invariant set S1 to a f2-invariant set S2 is called
a semi-conjugacy provided that it maps f1-orbits into f2-orbits, i.e. r3f1 ¼ f23r:
The existence of such a semi-conjugacy means that the dynamics on S1 is at
least as complicated as the dynamics on S2: Using topological entropy
htop as a measure of complexity, we have htopð f1ÞXhtopð f2Þ: If r is bijective,
then it is called a conjugacy and we have htopð f1Þ ¼ htopð f2Þ: See [17] for more
background.
Remark 5.10. In Corollary 5.9, in practical situations, the map f may be the power
gn of some map g: The condition that each Ni is correctly aligned with each Nj under
gn may be relaxed to a condition that there exists a length n chain of correctly aligned
windows under g: This means that for each i; j; there exists a sequence
W0; W1;y; Wn; such that Ni is correctly aligned with W0 under the identity
mapping, Wj is correctly aligned with Wjþ1 under g; j ¼ 0;y; n  1; and Wn is
correctly aligned with Nj under the identity mapping. We can allow that W0 ¼ Ni or
Wn ¼ Nj:
For the rest of the paper, we will omit the ðu; sÞ-speciﬁcation on a window
whenever these data are clear from context.
6. Construction of windows
In this section, the value of m is ﬁxed and, to simplify the notation, the symbol
m will be dropped.
Let Ta and Tb be a pair of transition tori with a topological crossing intersection
of WuðTaÞ and W sðTbÞ: Let VuðTaÞ and V sðTbÞ be a good pair for WuðTaÞ and
W sðTbÞ: Let ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ and ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ be local coordinate systems near
VuðTaÞ-V sðTbÞ; and U and U 0 coordinate neighborhoods, deﬁned by the following
properties:
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(1) In the ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ coordinates we have the following
(i) U ¼ Rnc  Rnh  Rnc  Rnh ;
(ii) The submanifold with boundary V sðTbÞ is a disk in the subspace f0g 
f0g  Rnc  Rnh ;
V sðTbÞ ¼ f0g  f0g  Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ; and
W sðqÞ-V sðTbÞ ¼ f0g  f0g  fconst:g  Bnhð0; rhÞ;
for any qATb;
(iii) The submanifold with boundary VuðTaÞ is the image of an embedding
VuðTaÞ ¼c0ðBncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞÞ; and
WuðpÞ-VuðTaÞ ¼ c0ðfconst:g  Bnhð0; r0hÞÞ;
for any pATa;
(iv) The submanifold VuðTaÞ only intersects the subspace containing V sðTbÞ
within V sðTbÞ;
VuðTbÞ-½f0g  f0g  Rnc  Rnh DintV sðTbÞ;
(2) Dually, in the ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ coordinates we have
(i0) U 0 ¼ Rnc  Rnh  Rnc  Rnh ;
(ii0) The submanifold with boundary VuðTaÞ is a disk in the subspace Rnc 
Rnh  f0g  f0g;
VuðTaÞ ¼ Bncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞ  f0g  f0g; and
WuðpÞ-VuðTaÞ ¼ fconst:g  Bnhð0; r0hÞ  f0g  f0g;
for any pATa;
(iii0) The submanifold with boundary W sðTbÞ is the image of an embedding
V sðTbÞ ¼ cðBncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞÞ; and;
W sðqÞ-V sðTbÞ ¼ cðfconst:g  Bnhð0; rhÞÞ;
for any qATb;
(iv0) The submanifold V sðTbÞ only intersects the subspace containing VuðTaÞ
within VuðTaÞ;>
V sðTbÞ-½Rnc  Rnh  f0g  f0gDintVuðTaÞ:
By these choices of coordinates, observe that intVuðTaÞ; which corresponds to
y0c ¼ 0 and y0h ¼ 0; is foliated by unstable manifolds of points in Ta (corresponding
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to x0c ¼ const:), and by leaves transverse to the unstable ones (corresponding to
x0h ¼ const:). The images of the leaves x0h ¼ const: under backward iterates of f
C1-approach Ta: Similarly, int V
sðTbÞ; which corresponds to xc ¼ 0 and xh ¼ 0; is
foliated by stable manifolds of points in Tb (corresponding to yc ¼ const:), and by
leaves transverse to the stable ones (corresponding to yh ¼ const:). The images of the
leaves yh ¼ const: under forward iterates of f C1-approach Tb:
The heteroclinic intersection Kab ¼ VuðTaÞ-V sðTbÞDU-U 0 can be, in general, a
relatively large set. Let 0okcorc; 0okhorh; 0ok0cor0c; 0ok0hor0h such that, in
ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ coordinates we have>
KabDf0g  f0g  Bncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0; khÞ;
and in ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ coordinates we have
KabDBncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞ  f0g  f0g:
We deﬁne two ðnc þ nh; nc þ nhÞ-windows Nuab and Nsab as tubular neighborhoods
of VuðTaÞ and V sðTbÞ; respectively, such that Nuab is correctly aligned with Nsab under
the identity map. See Fig. 2.
In ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ coordinates, the window Nuab is given by
Nuab ¼ Bncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞ  Bncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0;r0hÞ; ð6:1Þ
Nuab ¼ @ðBncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞÞ  Bncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞ; ð6:2Þ
Nuabþ ¼ Bncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞ  @ðBncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞÞ: ð6:3Þ
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U={(xc, xh, yc, yh)} U'={(x'c, x'h, y'c, y'h)}
xc,xh x'c,x'h
y'c,y'hyc,yh
Ws(Tµ,β) Ws(Tµ,β)
Wu(Tµ,α)
Wu(Tµ,α)
ψ'(x'c x', h) ψ(yc,yh)
Nuαβ
Nu βα
Nsαβ Nsαβ
Kµ,αβ Kµ αβ,
Fig. 2. The construction of correctly aligned windows near a heteroclinic intersection Kab:
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In ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ coordinates, the window Nsab is given by
Nsab ¼ Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ  Bncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0;khÞ; ð6:4Þ
Nsab ¼ @ðBncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞÞ  Bncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0; khÞ; ð6:5Þ
Nsabþ ¼ Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ  @ðBncð0;kcÞ  Bnhð0; khÞÞ: ð6:6Þ
Lemma 6.1. For every positive real numbers ec; eh; e0c; e
0
h; there exist 0orcoec;
0orhoeh; 0or0coe0c; 0or0hoe0h; such that the windows Nuab is correctly aligned with
Nsab under the identity mapping.
Proof. Choose d40 sufﬁciently small such that, relative to the ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ
coordinate system we have
dodistð@VuðTaÞ; f0g  f0g  Rnc  RnhÞ; ð6:7Þ
and, relative to the ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ coordinate system we have
dodistð@V sðTaÞ;Rnc  Rnh  f0g  f0gÞ: ð6:8Þ
First, with respect to the ðxc; xh; yc; yhÞ coordinates, we choose 0orcoec and
0orhoeh such that rcod=2 and rhod=2: As a consequence of this choice, we have
distð½Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ  Bncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0; khÞ; @VuðTaÞÞ4d=2;
distð½Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ  @ðBncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0; khÞÞ; VuðTaÞÞ4d=2:
At this point, Nsab has been completely described, and we have
distðNsab; @VuðTaÞÞ4d=2; ð6:9Þ
distðNsabþ ; VuðTaÞÞ4d=2: ð6:10Þ
Next, with respect to the ðx0c; x0h; y0c; y0hÞ coordinates, we choose 0or0coe0c and
0or0hoe0h such that r0cod=2 and r0hod=2: As a consequence of this choice, and of
(6.9) and (6.10), we have
distð½Bncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞ  Bncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞ; Nsþab Þ40;
distð½@ðBncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞÞ  Bncð0; r0cÞ  Bnhð0; r0hÞ; NsabÞ40:
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At this point, Nuab has been also completely described, and we have
distðNuab; Nsþab Þ40; ð6:11Þ
distðNuab ; NsabÞ40: ð6:12Þ
In order to show that Nuab is forward correctly aligned with N
s
ab under the identity
mapping, we check that the conditions in Proposition 5.6 are veriﬁed. By (6.11) and
(6.12), we obviously have Nuab -Nsab ¼ | and Nuab-Nsþab ¼ |; which show that (i) is
satisﬁed. In order to check (ii), we go back to the ðxc; yc; xh; yhÞ coordinates. By
condition (6.7) on d; we have that
VuðTaÞDint½Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ  Bncð0; kcÞ  Bnhð0;khÞ
, ðRnc  Rnh\Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞÞ  Rnc  Rnh : ð6:13Þ
This shows that condition (ii.a) is satisﬁed. For (ii.b), let pRncRnh be the projection
into the ðxc; xhÞ coordinates and A : Bncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞ-Rnc  Rnh be given by
Aðx0c; x0hÞ ¼ pRncRnh 3c0ðx0c; x0hÞ:
By the choice of rc and rh; we have that
Að@ðBncð0; k0cÞ  Bnhð0; k0hÞÞÞDRnc  Rnh \Bncð0; rcÞ  Bnhð0; rhÞ:
This makes the degree dsA well deﬁned. The alternate description of topological
crossing in Section 4 leads to
dsAa0:
This shows that (ii.b) is satisﬁed. Applying Proposition 5.6 yields the desired
conclusion. &
If p; q40; we can transport the window Nuab to a window f
pðNuabÞ close to Ta; and
the window Nsab to a window f
qðNsabÞ close to Tb:
We now construct a pair of windows along each torus Ta: We rearrange the
coordinates ðI ; y; x; yÞ in the order ðy; x; I ; yÞ: Let qga; qab be a pair of arbitrary points
on Ta; and let ðyga; 0; Ia; 0Þ; ðyab; 0; Ia; 0Þ be their coordinates. Relative to the
ðy; x; I ; yÞ coordinate system, we deﬁne two windows Mga and Pab by
Mga ¼ Bncðyga; kgaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ; ð6:14Þ
Mga ¼ Bncðyga; kgaÞ  @ðBnhð0; ZaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ; ð6:15Þ
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Mþga ¼ @Bncðyga; kgaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ
,Bncðyga; kgaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ  @Bnhð0; ZaÞ; ð6:16Þ
and
Pab ¼ Bncðyab; kabÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ; ð6:17Þ
Pab ¼ @ðBncðyab; kabÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ; ð6:18Þ
Pþab ¼ Bncðyab; kabÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞ  @ðBncðIa; ZaÞ  Bnhð0; ZaÞÞ; ð6:19Þ
where Za40:
We emphasize the interchange of the action and angle directions in the exit sets for
these two windows. This interchange is responsible for the hyperbolic-like behavior
of the system, and is related to the so called ‘transversality-torsion phenomenon’ (see
[3]). We shall see that this mechanism survives in its essence when transversality is
replaced with topological crossing.
By choosing Za sufﬁciently small, one can ensure that Mga; Pab are contained in the
neighborhood VðTaÞ of Ta; where the normal form provided in Section 2 is deﬁned.
We will be looking closely at the geometry of the windows along the center
directions. For this reason, let
M˜ga ¼ Bncðyga;kgaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ; ð6:20Þ
M˜ga ¼ Bncðyga; kgaÞ  @BncðIa; ZaÞ; ð6:21Þ
M˜þga ¼ @Bncðyga; kgaÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ; ð6:22Þ
and
P˜ab ¼ Bncðyab; kabÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ; ð6:23Þ
P˜ab ¼ @Bncðyab; kabÞ  BncðIa; ZaÞ; ð6:24Þ
P˜þab ¼ Bncðyab; kabÞ  @BncðIa; ZaÞ: ð6:25Þ
Lemma 6.2. Given g; a; bAIm; e40 and the integers P; Q40; there exist p4P; q4Q;
Zaoe; kga40; kab40; and sufficiently small rc; rh; r0c; r0h; such that Nsga is correctly
aligned with Mga under f
q; and Pab is correctly aligned with N
u
ab under f
p:
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Proof. By the Stable Manifold Theorem (see [17]), there exist 0oC; 0olo1 such
that dð f nðp0Þ; f nðp1ÞÞoClndðp0; p1Þ for each p0AW cðpmÞ and each p1AW slocðp0Þ; and
dð f nðp0Þ; f nðp1ÞÞoClndðp0; p1Þ for each p0AW cðpmÞ and for each p1AWulocðp0Þ:
The image of the cross section xc ¼ 0; xh ¼ 0; yc ¼ const: through the window Nsga
under f q is a shrinking topological disk contained in W sðTaÞ; and so its y-projection
is contained in Bnhð0; ZaÞ provided that q is chosen sufﬁciently large. By the
continuity of the foliation, the same is true for each cross section xc ¼ const:; xh ¼
const:; yc ¼ const: through the window Nsga; provided rh and rc are sufﬁciently
small. Due to the Lambda Lemma (see [17]), if q is sufﬁciently large, the image of
each cross section xc ¼ 0; xh ¼ 0; yh ¼ const: through Nsga under f q approaches a nc-
disk contained in W cðpÞ; in the C1-topology, so its x-projection contains Bnhð0; ZaÞ
within its interior. By the continuity of the foliation the same is true for each cross
section xc ¼ const:; xh ¼ const:; yh ¼ const: through Nsga; provided rh and rc are
sufﬁciently small. Hence the hyperbolic directions of an appropriately high order
iteration of Nsga align with the hyperbolic directions of Na: For the remaining
directions we also use the Lambda Lemma and the continuity of the foliations of
Nsga: The sections corresponding to yc ¼ const: and yh ¼ const: through Nsga are
transverse to W sðTbÞ: The I-projection of the image of each cross section xh ¼
const:; yh ¼ const:; yc ¼ const: under f q contains BncðIa; ZaÞ; for sufﬁciently large q
and sufﬁciently small rc: By the topological transitivity of the quasi-periodic motion
on Ta; the y-projection of the image of each cross section xh ¼ const:; xc ¼ const:;
yh ¼ const: under f q is contained in Bncðyga; kgaÞ; for sufﬁciently large q; sufﬁciently
large kga; and sufﬁciently small rh and rc: Intuitively, we have that the ðxh; xcÞ-
directions of Nsga stretch across the ðx; IÞ-directions of Mga: Thus, the conditions of
Proposition 5.6 are satisﬁed and so Nsga is correctly aligned with Mga under f
q with
degree71; where q can be chosen arbitrarily large. The statement regarding Pab and
Nuab follows similarly. &
Let
f˜ðf; rÞ ¼ ðf˜f; f˜rÞðf; rÞ :¼ ðfþ vðrÞ; rÞ þ r˜ðf; 0; r; 0Þ;
where ðf; rÞAVðTaÞ-W cðpmÞ; vðrÞ ¼ O0 þ O1ðrÞ þ O2ðr; rÞ; and r˜ðf; 0; r; 0Þ is of
order 3 in r:
In the sequel, both f and f˜ will be considered as deﬁned on the correspond-
ing covering spaces. We emphasize that the theory of correctly aligned windows
as exposed above works only in Euclidean spaces (or in homeomorphic copies
of them).
We will proceed with constructing a chain of correctly aligned windows that links
Mga to Pab: Before we do so, we need the following technical little lemma to be used
for estimating the growth in size of these windows under iteration, in various
directions.
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Lemma 6.3. Let xn be the sequence of positive real numbers given by xnþ1 ¼
xn  bxaþ1n ; with a; b40; 0ox0o1 and 0obxa0o1: Then xn ¼ Oðn1=aÞ; xa1 þ xa2 þ
?þ xan ¼ OðlnðnÞÞ; xp1 þ xp2 þ?þ xpn ¼ Oðn1p=aÞ for 1oaop; so xn-0; nxn-N;
and nxn=ðxp1 þ xp2 þ?þ xpnÞ-N provided 1oapp; as n-N:
Proof. The asymptotic behavior of the successive iterates of the map gðxÞ ¼
x  bxaþ1 is the same as of the solutions of the differential equation dx=dt ¼ bxaþ1;
as t-N: The general solution of this equation is given by
xðtÞ ¼ ½xa0 þ bat1=a: ð6:26Þ
To see that xn :¼ gnðx0Þ has the same asymptotic behavior as of xðnÞ ¼ ½xa0 þ
ban1=a; note that
gðxðnÞÞ ¼ xðnÞð1 bðxðnÞÞaÞ ¼ xðnÞ 1 b
xa0 þ ban
 
¼ xðn þ 1Þ 1 ba
xa0 þ baðn þ 1Þ
 1=a
1 b
xa0 þ ban
 
¼ xðn þ 1Þ 1þ O 1
n2
  
:
From the form of solution (6.26) of the differential equation, we have
t1=axðtÞ-ðbaÞ1=a as t-N; thus n1=axn ¼ n1=af nðx0Þ-ðbaÞ1=a as n-N: The rest
of the statement is a matter of basic calculus. &
Lemma 6.4. Given e40; there exist 0oZaoe; nX1 and a chain of windows (Fig. 3)
Mga ¼ W0; W1;y; Wn; Wnþ1 ¼ Pab;
such that Wi correctly aligns with Wiþ1 under f ; for all i ¼ 0;y; n  1; and Wn
correctly aligns with Wnþ1 under the identity map.
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Mγα=W0 W1 Pαβ=W3f(W0) f(W1) W2~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~
Fig. 3. A chain of correctly aligned windows.
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Proof. Using the continuity of the foliations of Mga and of Pab; and the fact that
their hyperbolic directions align correctly under iteration, what we really need to
prove is that correct alignment along the center directions can be achieved.
We claim that there exist 0oZaoe and a chain of windows in W cðpmÞ;
M˜ga ¼ W˜0; W˜1;y; W˜n; W˜nþ1 ¼ P˜ab;
such that W˜i correctly aligns with W˜iþ1 under f˜; for all i ¼ 0;y; n  1; and W˜n
correctly aligns with W˜nþ1 under the identity map. We construct the chain fW˜ig
inductively.
There exist C40 such that
jjf˜ðf; rÞ  ðfþ O0 þ O1ðrÞ þ O2ðr; rÞ; rÞjjoCjjrjj3; ð6:27Þ
within some compact neighborhood of the torus relative to W cðpmÞ:
Let r ¼ minjjrjj¼1 jjO1ðrÞjj40: We have that jjO1ðrÞjjXrjjrjj for every r and that
the image through O1 of a ball of radius Z contains a ball of radius rZ; for every Z40:
Let jjO2jj ¼ supjjrjj¼1 jjO2ðr; rÞjj: Choose Za40 sufﬁciently small such that the
following two conditions hold
jjO2jjjjZajjor=8; ð6:28Þ
CjjZajj2or=8: ð6:29Þ
The image of each ‘vertical’ disk ffg  BncðIa; ZaÞ through the normal form of f˜ is
a ‘tilted’ topological disk fðfþ vðrÞ; rÞ j rABncðIa; ZaÞg; with its ‘center’ (the image
of the center of the original disk through the normal form) contained in fr ¼ Iag:
The projection of this tilted disk into the fr ¼ Iag-parameter space is the topological
disk ffþ vðrÞ j rABncðIa; ZaÞg: The image of each ‘horizontal’ disk Bncðyga; kgaÞ 
frg through the normal form is a horizontal disk of radius kga:
By (6.27), the ‘true’ image of a vertical disk ffg  Bncð0; ZaÞ through f˜ is a
topological disk whose center and boundary are each displaced by at most CjjZajj3
from the ones corresponding to the topological disk generated by the normal form.
The projection of this topological disk into the fr ¼ Iag-parameter space contains a
disk of radius
r
2
jjZajjojjO1ðZaÞjj  2jjO2jjjjZajj2  2CjjZajj3:
The projection of the ‘true’ image of a horizontal disk Bncðyga; kgaÞ  frg through f˜ in
the fr ¼ Iag-parameter space is contained in a disk centered at yga þ O0 þ O1ðrÞ; of
radius kga þ 2jjO2jjjjZajj2 þ 2CjjZajj3:
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Set x0 ¼ jjZajj and x1 ¼ jjZajj  2CjjZajj3: We deﬁne the window W˜1 by
W˜1 ¼
[
fABnc ðygaþO0;kgaþ2jjO2jjx20þ2Cx30Þ
fðfþ O1ðrÞ;rÞ j rABncðIa; x1Þg; ð6:30Þ
W˜1 ¼
[
fABnc ðygaþO0;kgaþ2jjO2jjx20þ2Cx30Þ
fðfþ O1ðrÞ; rÞ j rA@BncðIa; x1Þg; ð6:31Þ
W˜þ1 ¼
[
fA@Bnc ðygaþO0;kgaþ2jjO2jjx20þ2Cx30Þ
fðfþ O1ðrÞ; rÞ j rABncðIa; x1Þg: ð6:32Þ
Loosely speaking, W˜1 is a ‘parallelogram’ of ‘width’
Bncðyga þ O0 þ O1ðIaÞ; kga þ 2jjO2jjx20 þ 2Cx30Þ;
and of ‘height’
BncðIa; x1Þ:
Compared to W˜0; the base of W˜1 has been enlarged by a quantity of 2jjO2jjx20 þ 2Cx30
in all directions, while the height of W˜1 has been shortened by a quantity of x0 
2Cx30 in all directions. With these choices, we have that f˜ðW˜0 Þ-W˜1 ¼ | and
f˜ðW˜0Þ-W˜þ1 ¼ |: Since f˜ is a diffeomorphism, the projection A into the fr ¼ Iag-
parameter space maps the topological disk f˜ðBncðyga; kgaÞ  fIagÞ within the disk
Bncðyga þ O0 þ O1ðIaÞ; kga þ 2jjO2jjx20 þ 2Cx30Þ; with a degree
dsA ¼71;
where A ¼ pfr¼Iag3f˜c: This and Proposition 5.6 show that W˜0 and W˜1 are forward
correctly aligned under f˜:
Now we deﬁne the sequence W˜i inductively. Deﬁne the sequence xi by the
recurrent relation xiþ1 ¼ xi  2Cx3i : Deﬁne the sequence ki by k0 ¼ kga and kiþ1 ¼
ki þ 2jjO2jjx2i þ 2Cx3i ; that is kiþ1 ¼ kga þ 2jjO2jjðx20 þ x21 þ?þ x2i Þ þ 2Cðx30 þ
x31 þ?þ x3i Þ:
Assume that W˜i; has already been constructed by
W˜i ¼
[
fABnc ðygaþiO0;kiÞ
fðfþ iO1ðrÞ; rÞ j rABncðIa; xiÞg; ð6:33Þ
W˜i ¼
[
fABnc ðygaþiO0;kiÞ
fðfþ iO1ðrÞ; rÞ j rA@BncðIa; xiÞg; ð6:34Þ
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W˜þi ¼
[
fA@Bnc ðygaþiO0;kiÞ
fðfþ iO1ðrÞ; rÞ j rABncðIa; xiÞg: ð6:35Þ
Thus W˜i is foliated by horizontal disks Bncðyga þ iO0 þ iO1ðrÞ; kiÞ  frg; with
rABncðIa; xiÞ: The image of a disk Bncðyga þ iO0 þ iO1ðrÞ; kiÞ  frg; under the
normal form of f˜ is a disk Bncðyga þ ði þ 1ÞO0 þ ði þ 1ÞO1ðrÞ þ O2ðr; rÞ; kiÞ  frg;
which is contained in the disk Bncðyga þ ði þ 1ÞO0 þ ði þ 1ÞO1ðrÞ; ki þ 2jjO2jjx2i Þ 
frg: So the projection into the fr ¼ Iag-parameter space maps the image of the
original horizontal disk under f˜ is within the disk
Bncðyga þ ði þ 1ÞO0 þ ði þ 1ÞO1ðrÞ; ki þ 2jjO2jjx2i þ 2Cx3i Þ
¼ Bncðyga þ ði þ 1ÞO0 þ ði þ 1ÞO1ðrÞ; kiþ1Þ:
The projection into the ff ¼ 0g-parameter space maps the image of W˜i under f˜ onto
a topological disk that contains BncðIa; xiþ1Þ inside it. These facts and Proposition 5.6
show that W˜i correctly aligns with W˜iþ1 under f˜; with degree dsA ¼71; where
A ¼ pfr¼Iag3f˜c:
Now we want to show that for some large enough n; W˜n correctly aligns with P˜ab
under the identity mapping. That is, we need to show that W˜n stretches across W˜ab;
in a manner that is correctly aligned with respect to the exit sets of the two windows.
Notice that during the inductive construction, the windows W˜i become ‘shorter’ and
‘more and more sheared’. Using the estimates from Lemma 6.3, we will show that the
‘shearing effect’ eventually overcomes the ‘shortening effect’.
The projection into the ff ¼ 0g-parameter space maps the window W˜n onto
BncðIa; xnÞ: Applying Lemma 6.3 for a ¼ 3 and b ¼ 2C; we have xn-0; so, for large
enough n; we have BncðIa; xnÞDBncðIa; ZaÞ; where the latter disk represents the
projection of P˜ab into the ff ¼ 0g-parameter space.
The window W˜nþ1 is foliated by ‘slanted’ disks fðfþ nO1ðrÞ; rÞ j rABncðIa; xnÞg;
where fABncðyga þ nO0;knÞ: The projection into the fr ¼ Iag-parameter space maps
such a ‘slanted’ disk onto the set fyga þ fþ nO0 þ nO1ðrÞ j rABncðIa; xnÞg; which
contains the disk Bncðyga þ nO0; rnxn  knÞ; provided that rnxn  kn40: This fact
follows from our earlier choice of r and the fact that the range of the parameter f is a
disk of radius kn: For any given k40; there exist sufﬁciently large n; such that,
according to Lemma 6.3 applied for a ¼ 2; b ¼ 2C and p ¼ 2; 3; we have
rnxn  2jjO2jjðx20 þ x21 þ?þ x2n1Þ  2Cðx30 þ x31 þ?þ x3n1Þ4k: ð6:36Þ
Choose and ﬁx k ¼ kga þ kab: For all sufﬁciently large n; we then have rnxn 
kn4kab: Using the ergodicity of the quasi-periodic motion on Ta; there exists such a
large n such that the disk Bncðyga þ nO0; rnxn  knÞ contains the disk Bncðyab; kabÞ:
This shows that W˜n-P˜ab ¼ | and W˜n-P˜þab ¼ |: For any choice of such a ‘slanted’
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disk, the degree of the mapping A ¼ pfr¼Iag3idc; deﬁned by the identity mapping as
in Proposition 5.6, is well deﬁned and equal to 71: Thus W˜n correctly aligns with
W˜nþ1 under the identity mapping. &
Remark 6.5. The above proof outlines a geometrical method of controlling the error
in approximating f (or f˜ rather) by a normal form during an iterative process.
The following lemma has been proved in [10].
Lemma 6.6. Let T1; T2;y; Ts be a family of n-dimensional tori. For each i ¼ 1;y; s;
let ti : Ti-Ti; i ¼ 1;y; s be a translation by irrational angles o ji ð j ¼ 1;y; nÞ in each
dimension, with all angular frequencies o1i ;y;o
n
i independent over the integers.
Assume that the angular frequency vectors Oi :¼ ðo1i ;y;oni Þ; i ¼ 1;y; s; are linearly
independent over the integers. Let pi; p
0
i be a fixed pair of points on Ti; for each
i ¼ 1;y; s: Then, for every e40 and every integer h040; there exists an integer h4h0
such that dðthi pi; p0iÞoe for all i ¼ 1;y; s:
Remark 6.7. The constructions and the lemmas in this section refer to forward
correctly aligned windows. Similar constructions and results are valid when we
consider backward correct alignment.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let m be ﬁxed, fTm;aigiAZ be a bi-inﬁnite sequence of transition tori, and ei be a bi-
inﬁnite sequence of positive reals. We start with the topological crossing intersection
of WuðTm;a0Þ and W sðTm;a1Þ and we ﬁrst construct Nua0a1 is correctly aligned with Nsa0a1
under the identity map, as in Lemma 6.1. Hence the windows f pm ðNua0a1Þ and
f qm ðNsa0a1Þ are near Tm;a0 and Tm;a1 ; respectively. At this point we have some initial
choices for the positive reals rhðNsa0a1Þ; rcðNsa0a1Þ; khðNsa0a1Þ; kcðNsa0a1Þ; r0hðNua0a1Þ;
r0cðNua0a1Þ; k0hðNua0a1Þ; k0cðNua0a1Þ:
We continue with constructing correctly aligned windows about the topological
crossing intersection of WuðTm;a1Þ and W sðTm;a2Þ: Similarly, we have that f p
0
m ðNua1a2Þ
and f q
0 ðNua1a2Þ are near Tm;a1 and Tm;a2 ; respectively. We have also some initial
choices for the positive reals rhðNsa1a2Þ; rcðNsa1a2Þ; khðNsa1a2Þ; kcðNsa1a1Þ; r0hðNua1a2Þ;
r0cðNua1a2Þ; k0hðNua1a2Þ; k0cðNua1a2Þ:
The windows f qm ðNsa0a1Þ and f p
0
m ðNua1a2Þ are both near the torus Tm;a1 : Now we
construct Ma0a1 and Pa1a2 near Tm;a1 as follows
* Choose and ﬁx Z1oe1 sufﬁciently small such that there exists a chain of correctly
aligned widows under fm linking Ma0a1 and Pa1a2 ; as in Lemma 6.4.
* Make rcðNsa0a1Þ; rhðNsa0a1Þ smaller, if necessary, so that Nsa0a1 is correctly aligned
with Ma0a1 under f
q
m ; as in Lemma 6.2. We emphasize that making these quantities
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smaller does not affect the correct alignment of f pm ðNua0a1Þ and f qm ðNsa0a1Þ as
established above.
* Make r0cðNua1a2Þ; r0hðNua1a2Þ smaller, if necessary, so that Pa1a2 is correctly aligned
with Nsa1a2 under f
p0
m ; as in Lemma 6.2. We emphasize that making these quantities
smaller does not affect the correct alignment of f q
0
m ðNsa1a2Þ and f p
0
m ðNua1a2Þ as
established above.
Then we focus on the topological crossing intersection of the invariant mani-
folds WuðTm;a1Þ and W sðTm;a0Þ: As pointed out in Remark 6.7, analogue
constructions can be made with respect to backward correct alignment. So one
obtains Nsa1a0 correctly aligned with Ma1a0 under f
q00 ; Ma1a0 linked by a chain of
correctly aligned windows under f with Pa0a1 ; and Pa0a1 correctly aligned with N
u
a0a1
under f p
00
: For this to happen, we may need to make r0cðNua0a1Þ and r0hðNua0a1Þ even
smaller, which does not affect the correct alignment of f pm ðNua0a1Þ and f qm ðNsa0a1Þ as
established above.
We continue this construction inductively. All rh’s, rc’s, r
0
h’s, r
0
c’s chosen at
previous steps may need to be made simultaneously even smaller in order to pass to
the next step. We end up with a bi-inﬁnite sequence of widows which are correctly
aligned under various powers of f : This sequence contains windows like Mai1ai or
Paiaiþ1 ; with all their points within an ei-distance from Tm;ai : Thus, by Theorem 5.8,
there is an orbit zi with dðzi; Tm;aiÞoei and ziþ1 ¼ f nim ðziÞ; for some ni40: This ends
the proof. &
Remark 7.1. In Theorem 1.1 there is no restriction on the sequence feigi; so ei may
tend to zero at any speed. This will result in a construction of a sequence of windows
which shrink about the tori with the speed of the convergence of ei: At this point, we
do not claim any stability result. In order to ensure the stability of the shadowing
orbit under small perturbations, one needs to require that the sequence of ratios
ei=eiþ1 is bounded away from zero and above. Justiﬁcation for this restriction is
provided in [7].
8. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let us ﬁx m: Consider a ﬁnite collection of tori Tm;a1 ;y; Tm;ad and let N40 and
e40: At each topological crossing intersection of WuðTm;akÞ with W sðTm;aiÞ; we
construct windows Nuakai correctly aligned with N
s
akai under the identity mapping, as
in Lemma 6.1. There exist positive integers p ¼ q4N=2 such that f qm ðNsakaiÞ and
f pm ðNuaiaj Þ are contained in an e=2-neighborhood of W cðpmÞ; for each i and all
k; jAf1;y; dg: There exist p ¼ q4N=2 and a family of KAM tori Tm;a0
i
; i ¼ 1;y; d;
that is dðIai ; Ia0iÞoe=2 for all i; satisfying the non-resonance condition from Lemma
6.6, such that the following conditions hold
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* in each cross section through f qm ðNsakaiÞ parallel to the center manifold W cðpmÞ; all
points with r ¼ Ia0
i
are either in the interior of the cross section, or on the portion
of the cross section that is part of the entry set of f qm ðNsakaiÞ;
* in each cross section through f pm ðNuaiaj Þ parallel to the center manifold W cðpmÞ; all
points with r ¼ Ia0
i
are either in the interior of the cross section, or on the portion
of the cross section which is part of the exit set of f pm ðNuaiaj Þ;
for all i: Such choices are possible since the KAM tori form a perfect set and since
f qðNsakaiÞ and f pðNuaiaj Þ approach Tm;ai in a manner as described by Lemma 6.2. Then
we construct the windows Ma0
i
; Pa0
i
about the torus Tm;a0
i
; with
Ma0
i
¼ Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:1Þ
Ma0
i
¼ Bncðya0i ;ka0iÞ  @ðBnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:2Þ
Mþa0
i
¼ @Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ
,Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  @Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:3Þ
and
Pa0
i
¼ Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:4Þ
Pa0
i
¼ @Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ
,Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞ  @Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:5Þ
Pþa0
i
¼ Bncðya0i ; ka0iÞ  @ðBnhð0; ZÞ  BncðIa0i ; ZÞÞ  Bnhð0; ZÞ; ð8:6Þ
with 0oZoe; 0oka0
i
; such that
(i) Each f qm ðNsakaiÞ is correctly aligned with Ma0i under the identity map, for all k;
(ii) Pa0
i
is correctly aligned with each f pm ðNuaiaj Þ under the identity map, for all j:
See Fig. 4. Of course that the numbers ka0
i
may be quite large, which means that Ma0
i
and Pa0
i
may wrap around the torus multiple times, but this is alright, since, again, we
check the correct alignment of windows in the corresponding covering space. By
Lemma 6.6 each Ma0
i
is linked with Pa0
i
by a chain of correctly aligned windows under
f : By Lemma 6.6, the length of this chain can be uniformly chosen equal to
some r40:
Using Corollary 5.9 and Remark 5.10 applied to the windows fMa0
i
gi¼1;y;d and the
mapping f pþqþrm ; there exists a compact set Sm invariant to f
n
m :¼ f pþqþrm ; which is semi-
conjugate to the full shift on d symbols.
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Since we deal with a ﬁnite number of windows, we can apply Theorem 5.7 to
conclude that the symbolic dynamics is stable under small perturbations. Since the
maximal invariant set Sm0 varies continuously with respect to m0; the semi-conjugacy
rm0 can be chosen to depend continuously on m
0 with jm0  mjon; for some small
n40: &
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